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INSTALLMENT 
 

Safety precaution 
Please note the following rules. It may cause dangerous or illegal situation if you don’t 

obey them. Please refer to complete user manual for more details. 
 

 

  Safe driving 
 
Please obey native related laws and regulations. Please release your both hands from the 
phone during driving.  
   

Power off your mobile phone if it’s forbidden to use 

 
When mobile phone is forbidden to use or may cause interference or danger, please obey all 
rules of the restricted area. 
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INSTALLMENT 
 
 
 
 Interference 
 
 
Performance of wireless devices may be affected by interference. Some components of mobile 
phone are magnetic. Please keep a suitable distance between magnetic objects and your 
mobile phone; otherwise their storage may be damaged. 
 
   
 Qualified maintenance service 
 
 
Only qualified serviceman can be allowed to install or mend the phone.  
 
 
 Battery, charger and other accessories 
 
Only the battery, charger and other        accessories, which are suitable for this model and 
authorized by EZFONE, can be allowed to replace. Please don’t connect your phone with other 
incompatible devices. Please charge the battery every three months if it has being idle for long. 
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INSTALLMENT 
 

 
 
Keep dry 

 
This model is not the water-proof one, please keep it dry. 
 
 

Protect your hearing 
 
 
If you use headset, please enjoy your music in a moderate volume. Don’t place your device too 
close to your ear when using loudspeaker. 

 
Medical device 
Wireless devices may cause interference with non-protected medical devices. If you have any 
queries, please contact doctors or the manufacturer. 
 
Pacemaker 
Maintain a minimum of 1 cm between mobile phone and pacemaker to avoid potential 
interference. People with pacemaker please notice these suggestions: 
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INSTALLMENT 
 

Ø Keep at least 1cm between mobile phone and pacemaker when the mobile phone 
is turning on. 

Ø Don’t put you phone in breast welt pocket 
Ø Please use your phone on the contrary side of pacemaker to reduce interference.  
Ø Please turn off your phone immediately once you doubt there is interference 

around. 
 
Emergency dialing 
Important！  
The functions used by mobile phone include wireless signal, mobile phone network, ground 
network and user programming. That means connection can’t be guaranteed in all situation. 
Hence, please don’t only depend on mobile phone to make important calls like medical 
emergency. 
 
Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) 
This mobile phone meet international safety requirement about exposure of radio wave. 
C021 SAR measured value is 1.156 W/kg (GSM  900MHz)/0.251W/kg (DCS 1800MHz) 
According to related regulators, upper limit value is 2 .0 W/kg. C04 head radiation value is 0.573 
W /KG，deviation of measured system is 20.5%. 
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INSTALLMENT 
INSTALL SIM CARD AND BATTERY 

 
 
 
 
 
SIM card slot is behind the battery 

 
 
 
 
1. Follow the diagram to remove the back 
cover 

 
 
 
 
2. If the battery was installed, please take it 
out 

 
 
 
 
3 Insert the SIM card as the following 
diagram show, and make sure its direction is 
correct. Please notice not to scratch or bend 
contactors of SIM card 
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INSTALLMENT 

4. Install the battery as the following diagram 
show. Ensure the side with contactors faces 
down. 
 

5. Replace back cover. 
 

 
CHARGING 

Before the first time using mobile phone, you must charge the battery. You can charge by using 
travel charger or connecting your phone to computer with data line. 
Please use original charger and data line. None-original charger and data line may cause 
explode of battery or damage of you device. 
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INSTALLMENT 
 
Attention: Don’t remove the battery during charging; otherwise it would damage your device.  
1) Your phone would be charging after successfully connecting, and battery icon would 

dynamically display the increase of power level when power on.  
2) If the phone is power off, the screen would display charging animation during charging. 
When battery is fully charged, the battery icon would stop moving. Please unplug the charger 
from power outlet in time. It’s normal that the phone is slightly hot.   
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BASIC FUNCTION 
 

TURN ON THE PHONE 
Hold the red button to switch the phone on or off. 
You may see one of the following information after power on: 
SIM card is lost or insert incorrectly； 
SIM card is damaged or invalid.  
If SIM card is available but protected by PIN code, it would display PIN: 
Input PIN code and enter. 
Use “erase” to delete. 
Attention: 
If your SIM card doesn’t provide PIN and PUK code, please contact with your carrier. 
Residue time：To mention you how many chances left for you to input the correct PIN. If 
it is used up, the mobile phone would inform you that SIM card is locked. You should 
input PUK code to unlock.  
Input new PIN code and enter 
Change language, time and date 
Default language is set by SIM card. 
 

 DIALING 
Dial phone number (press right button to delete wrong number)              press green dialing 
key to make a call 
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BASIC FUNCTION 
 
Keep single call Hold current call and make another one 
End a single End the current single call 
End all calls End all of current calls 

New call Make a new call 
Phonebook Choose to view phonebook 
Call record Choose to view dialing record 
Message Choose to view or edit SMS 
Record  Choose to record calls 
Mute Activate/deactivate to select current call is mute or not. 
Volume  Adjust volume 
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BASIC FUNCTION 
 

Press right button to use loudspeaker in a call. 
 

ANSWER/END A CALL 
Answer a call: 
press left button or green dialing key to answer a call 
End a call: 
press right button or red button  
 

VOLUME CONTROL 
Enter setting menu to adjust volume. 
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MENÙ 
 

PHONEBOOK 
Your mobile phone has phonebook function which can store your contacts. 
 
 
View  
You can view the detail information of entry  
Send text message 
Input the content and choose one or more contacts from phonebook to send 
Call  
Select appointed phone number to make a call 
Edit 
Edit contacts’ name and number 
Delete  
Delete contacts’ name and number 
Copy  
Copy contacts’ information from phone to SIM card 
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MENU 
 

Phonebook setting 
Ø Preferred storage: select to change storage path  
Ø Speed dial: set quick dial number and status 
Ø My number: set your mobile phone number 
Ø Other phone number: set other numbers 
Ø Memory status: view the status of phonebook inclusing SIM card and phone 

memory 
Ø Copy contacts: From SIM card to the mobile phone, or from the mobile phone 

to SIM card 
Ø Remove contacts: From SIM card to the mobile phone, or from the mobile 

phone to SIM card 
Ø Delete all contacts: delete contacts in phone or in SIM card  

 
MESSAGING 

SMS is a kind of network service that cannot be used to send and receive short messages until 
you apply to the network operator. 
If the message box is full, there would be a flashing message icon informing you. That means 
you should clean your message box in order to receive message normally.  
If messages are successfully received by the contact, your phone would inform you by a prompt 
tone. 
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MENU 

 
Voice mailbox is a kind of network service that you can be used after applying to the network 
operator. Inquire to your service supplier to gain more detail. 
 

Ø Link to the voice: To dial the numbers stored in voice mailbox. If you have 
two phone numbers, each of them has its own voice mailbox number 

Ø Edit: Edit or delete you voice mailbox number, enter to store present number 
Ø Tips: When the phone is stand by, press “1” to dial voice mailbox 

 
Write a message 
Every message can contain 609 characters. Press “#” to change input method, and “*” to select 
symbol. Hold right button to delete all characters input; hang up key return to stand by; up and 
down key can control the cursor.  
Before sending out, you can input phone number or select contact’s number from phonebook.   
Attention: image message function cannot be used unless network operator or service supplier 
support. Only the mobile phone with image message function can normally receive and display 
images.  
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MENU 

Inbox 
È possibile visualizzare gli SMS ricevuti 

Ø View: view detail number and content 
Ø Reply: reply to present message 
Ø Call sender: dial to addresser 
Ø Forward: transpond this message 
Ø Delete: delete present message 
Ø Delete all: Delete all messages in inbox 
Ø Save to phonebook: Restore contact to phonebook 

 
Drafts  
Messages which haven’t sent yet would be kept here  
Outbox 
Message failed to send would kept in outbox  
Sent messages 
Sent message would be saved here if you open the function saving sent message in SMS 
setting 
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MENU 
 
SMS settings  

Ø SIM: input native SMS center number to activate the function sending 
message. You can open sending report and reply path 

Ø Memory status: view the storage status of both mobile phone and SIM card 
Ø Save sent message: open/close 
Ø Preferred storage: can select mobile phone or SIM card 

 
Voice mailbox 
You can set voice mailbox number, and press “1”to dial directly after successfully setting. 
 
 

CALL CENTER 
Menu → call record 

Missed call Call you missed 
Dialed call Calls you have dialed 
Received call Calls you answered 
Delete call record Can select to delete one kind of records above or all 
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MENU 
 
Call settings 
Menu → call center → call settings →  call waiting → enter 
 
Call waiting: Select to open or close call waiting function 

Activate  Open call waiting function 

Deactivate  Close call waiting function 

Query status  Inquire the status of call waiting 
 

Menu → call center → call setting → call divert 

Divert all voice call Divert all incoming calls to the phone number you set 

Divert if Unreachable 
When the network cannot find your mobile phone (switched-off 
or out of the service area), it will divert the calls 
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Divert if no Answer 
When the mobile phone does not answer the call, the network 
will automatically divert to the phone number you set 

Call divert: divert the call meet conditions to another appointed phone number. This service 
needs support of network operator. 
 
 
Menu → call center → call setting → call barring 

Outgoing calls Bar all outgoing call 

Incoming calls Bar incoming calls/Roaming calls  

Divert if Busy When you are on line, the network will divert the call 

Divert All Data Calls Divert all GSM call to the phone number you set 

Cancel All Diverts Cancel all divert functions 
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Cancel all Cancel all calls barring  

Change password Allows you to change the call barring password 
 
Menu → setting → call setting → advanced setting 

Automatic redial Open/close automatic redial 
Calling time reminder Can select calling time prompt open /one time/period 
Answer mode 

You can press any key to answer, uncover to answer or 
automatically answer 

 

 
To active function FLIP ACTIVE (direct response to the opening of the phone) 
Menu → Call center → Call settings → Advanced setting → Answer mode → Cover answer 
 

MULTIMEDIA 
File manager: can check the storage status 
Formatting: formatting erases all data and new folders of memory card. Image file folder would 
recover after rebooting Audio, and Photos file folder would be automatically generated as soon  
as taking first picture. 
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MENU 
[default file folder]: Images、Audio、Received、Photos、 My music 
Images—— the default save path of image 
Audio—— the default save path of record 
Received—— the default save path of received file 
Photos—— the default save path of photo 
My music—— to store file folder of upload music. The default road path of audio player 
 
 
File manager → select memory card 

Open Open selected file folder 
New folder Create a sub folder in selected file folder 
Rename Rename selected file folder 
Delete Delete selected file folder 
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MENU 
 
Album 
All photos are saved in Album 

View View appointed photo  
Send Send photo via Bluetooth  
Use as Use photos in other ways  
Rename Rename the album  
Delete Delete the album  
Sort order To sort 
Delete all Delete all albums  

 
ORGANIZER 

Calculator 
Basic calculator 
Calendar 
1. Jump to appointed date: shange current date of schedule to appointed date 
2. Jump to current time: select this option to return default 
Alarm 
Switch: open/close alarm clock 
Time: set alarm time  
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MENU 
 
Set alarm clock ring: Select one of default alarm clock rings or rings in file manager 
Prompt type: Choose vibration& ring, vibration or ring 
Repeat: Choose one time, every day or customization 
 

SETTING 
 
Profile 
Menu → setting → profile → general mode → customize → alert type 

Ring only Select to only ring when a call is incoming 

Vibration only Select to only vibrate when a call is incoming 
 

Vibration and ring Select to both ring and vibration when a call is incoming 

Vibration then ring Select to vibrate first and then ring when a call is incoming 
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MENU 
 
Menu → setting → profile → general → mode → customize → ring type 

Repeat Repeat ring when a call is incoming 

Beep one 
Just ring one time when a call is incoming 

 
 
Menu → setting → profile → general → customize → ring tone 
You can select rings of incoming call came with the mobile phone, or choose your favorite in 
memory card by opening multimedia file 
 
Menu → setting → profile → general → customize → ringtone volume 
You can adjust volume of incoming call ring 
 
Menu → setting → profile → general → customize → message 
You can select prompt tone of message 
 
Menu → setting → profile → general → customize → message volume   

You can adjust volume of massage prompt ring 
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MENU 
 
Menu → setting → profile → general → customize → keypad 
You can set mute, click, tone and vocal tone 
 
Menu → setting → profile → general → customize → keypad volume  
You can adjust key-press volume 
Menu → setting → profile → general → customize → cover open 
You can set the ring when the mobile phone is uncover 
 
Menu → setting → profile → general → customize → cover close 
You can set the ring when the mobile phone is cover 
 
Menu → setting → profile → general → customize → system alert 
Can open/close prompt tone  
 
Menu → setting → profile → general → customize → intelligent call alert 
Can open/close intelligent call alert 
 
Menu → setting → profile → general → Options → Customize → Human voice tone 
Can open/close human tone voice 
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MENU 
 
Attention! 
Profile include general mode, mute mode， conference mode and outdoor mode. These modes 
can be operated except mute mode. 
 
If you select mute mode, all incoming call ring, SMS and power on/off ring become voiceless 
Hold “0” key to open hand-free function when the mobile phone is standby. 
 
Phone settings 
Time and date: Can set city, time and date format and native time of detail location 
Set home city: set different city 
Attention! 
This option needs support of automatically update time function. Updating time and date needs 
networking 
Set time: Set current time 
Set date: Set current date 
Set time format: Set time display format  
Set date format: Set date display format 
Separator: Set date separator 

 
Attention! 
If the battery is over-used or idle for a long time, maybe you have to reset time after power on. 
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MENU 
 
Language: select language of mobile phone 
Display: can set wallpaper, LCD backlight, show date, show time, show operator name, show  
owner, show, power on display and power off display 
Shortcuts: can select 10 functions to add to quick menu as quick function 
Flight mode: change general mode to flight mode 
Other setting: LCD backlight：Brightness and time. Brightness and time can be adjusted 
SOS button: open/close 
Emergency phone number: Can set 5 phone number as emergency number 
Send message: Can edit customized message and switch sending message function on and 
off 
Help text: You can view help information 
 
Network settings 
Your mobile phone provides network selection and preference selection. Please follow the hints 
to perform corresponding functions  
 
Security 
SIM security: 
SIM card PIN1 code： To enter PIN of SIM card. If password protection function, the screen 
would display “input SIM card PIN” when power on. The password would be covered by “*”. PIN 
code can be given while you get SIM card from network operator.  
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MENU 
 
SIM card PIN2 code：The PIN which is necessary for using special function (like billing call  
 
offered by network).SIM card PUK and PUK2 code (8 char) 
SIM card PUK code is necessary for changing locked SIM card PIN code. Ask to service 
supplier for passwords if they don’t come with SIM card. 
Phone security: Open/close phone lock. Phone lock is a 4-8 digit password, and its default is 
“1122” until you change. 
 
Attention! 
Change password: you can change default password “1122” into a 4-8 digit password you like. 
If phone lock is used, the mobile phone would display “the phone is locked” when power on. 
Please unlock by pressing right button or # key 
 
External connect 
Bluetooth 
Because of Bluetooth wireless technology, connecting to other compatible device without line 
comes true. These devices contain advanced accessory like mobile phone, computer, and 
headset and car kit. You can share images, songs, calling cards and memo through Bluetooth. 
Furthermore, you can connect with compatible PC to perform file transmission, dial-up 
networking and other services.  
Just ensuring the distance between connected devices is less than 10 meters, you can enjoy  
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MENU 
 
the convenience taken by Bluetooth wireless technology 
 
Attention! 
Connection may be affected by interference. Please close Bluetooth in restricted area like 
hospital and plane. 
 
Bluetooth menu: 
1. Activate Bluetooth: Open this option to use Bluetooth. Because this function consumes 
power, please close this option if you don’t use it 
2. Visible/Invisible: allow the device to be visible or invisible to other devices   
3. My device: You can view all the Bluetooth devices which can match yours after entry of this 

option. Meanwhile, you can perform operations to your appointed device or search unpaired 
devices.  

4. Name of device 
 

RADIO FM 
This phone support FM. You can answer calls as usual while using FM. At that time, FM would 
mute automatically. FM may be affected when other users transmit files through GPRS or CSD.   
Channel list: you can edit and save 30 radio 
Manual input: You can search radio by your own. The frequency of radio is from 87.5Hz to 
108.0Hz 
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MENU 

 
Auto search: choose to search automatically and save searched radios to the list 
Settings:  
1. You can switch background play on/off 
2. You can open/close loudspeaker 
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MAINTENANCE 
 

• Ensure mobile phone avoid damp. Liquid may cause erosion of circuit. If your phone is damp, 
please take out the battery first, and then dry the mobile phone and replace the battery.  
• Please don’t place the mobile phone to dirty or dusty environment; otherwise the components 
may be damaged. 
• Please keep the mobile phone away from high temperature. High temperature may shorten 
the using time, damage the battery and distort or melt plastic components.  
• Please keep the mobile phone away from low temperature. The circuit may be damaged by 
the sharp change of temperature.  
• Please operate the mobile phone according to the requests of user manual. 
• Please avoid dropping, knocking and shaking the mobile phone. 
• Do not use liquid or wet cloth with strong cleanser to clean the mobile phone. 
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MANUFACTURER WARRANTY LEGISLATION 
 
This warranty does not limit the rights granted to consumers under specific national legislation for 
consumer goods. The period of time in which it is valid this warranty is limited to 24 months, starting 
from the first date of purchase. If this is used for professional purposes the period is reduced to 12 
months.During the warranty period, the national distributor Easyteck indicated at the bottom of this 
certificate, will, at its own expense and within a reasonable time, to eliminate the breakdowns that 
were to be found and assigned to a manufacturing defect. Except as provided under applicable law, 
the defects identified by the appropriate staff for assistance will be resolved by repair or, at the sole 
discretion Easyteck by replacing the product. This limited warranty applies only in the European 
country where the product is intended and it is paid entirely by the national distributor reference in 
that country and which is indicated at the bottom of the certificate.Some limitations to the services 
covered by this warranty may result from the presence of specific components for a country. 
Warranty related to the equipment and spare parts contained in the pack 
In the package of the product under this warranty may be contained accessories or parts that have 
a different warranty period as evidenced by consumers. The warranty period are summarized as: 
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- 24 mesi  for the phone 
- 12 mesi  for non-consumable accessories 
- 6 mesi  for batteries, headsets, memory cards or other 
 
Are not covered under warranty: 
- Manuals and packaging  
- The contents of the user configurations downloaded in the product or the third party software  
- Costs related to product shipments to and from the authorized service center  
- The deterioration due to normal wear and tear also including batteries  
- The accidental or breakage due to inexperience and all damages caused by any external agent.  
- All damages caused by any use not described in the manual accompanying the product.  
- All failures caused by use of non-original accessories, from viruses or connections to computers 
and networks.  
- All product defects caused by exposure to moisture and/or steam from use in environmental 
conditionsor extreme temperature or in the presence of corrosion, oxidation, payment of food, liquid 
or chemicals.   
Limits of Liability: 
The SIM card needed to phone use is provided by telephone operator and it is therefore excluded 
from the guarantee.  
- This guarantee is the protection afforded to the consumer through the dealer from Easyteck 
reference and does not intend to restrict consumer safeguards put in place required by the dealer 
legislation of different countries.  
- This guarantee will be granted solely and exclusively in the technical centers or from authorized 
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dealers who treat the marketing of brand products Easyteck.  
- The terms of guarantees are not extended in any way and shall be payable only from the date of 
first sale of the product to the consumer as a receipt for a valid certificate.  
- Broken parts replaced during warranty repairs are the sole property Easyteck and cannot be 
demanded by consumers in any way.  
- The consumer who needs to repair the product should always pay the charges of the coveying to 
send the goods to the authorized facility, free of any lock or security code that restricts or impedes 
the use.  
- To the extent required by applicable law and in the absence of fraud, no liability is attributable to 
Easyteck for damage due to loss of user data caused by any defect covered under warranty.  
- Are also excluded from responsability in the loss of profits, losses due to the unused of the product 
or loss of revenue for any direct, indirect, special or consequential damages.  
- The responsibility for Easyteck is always limited to the purchase value of the product and 
consumers should always keep copies and his treatment of the data and software program in 
memory of the phone.  
- For faults which, for the reasons listed above, were not attributable to the terms of this warranty 
the consumer wishes to make no repairs will be required to pay the consideration of the budget 
requested by the service center.  
Easyteck can not in any way be held responsible for this strange request because out from the 
protection guarantee. 
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CAUTION: The warranty is valid if they aren’t ever found on the product attempts to open or 
tampering of any kind including removal  
and/or deletion of labels and/or IMEI of the product. 
Distributor for Italy: Fonex S.p.A. via dell’Artigianato 2/4 Sant’albano Stura (CN) - ITALY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stamp and signature of dealer  
 
 

Date of purchase: 

  __________ 
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CORRECT DISPOSAL OF THE PRODUCT 
INFORMATION FOR USERS 
In reference to the art.13 of the legislative decree 25th July 2005, n. 151 “Implementing directives 
2002/95/CE,2002/96/CE, regarding the reduction of the use of the dangerous substances in the 
electric and electronic devices and the waste disposals” 
 
The symbol of the crossed waste box on the device or on the packaging indicates that at the end of 
the life of the device, it must be thrown separately from the other waste. 
The person who throws the device must put it in the particular waste box in which there are only 
electric and electronic waste or he must bring it to the retail to buy another similar device.  
If everyone put the device in the precise waste box, it helps the environment, the health and the 
recycling of the materials can be done. 
The illegal disposal of the product leads the application of the administrative sanctions provided by 
the existing standard. 
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CORRECT BATTERY DISPOSAL OF THE PRODUCT 

The symbol of the crossed waste box put on the battery means that it must be thrown 
separately from the other waste at the end of its life. 
If chemical symbols Hg,Cd o Pb are on the it label means that in the battery there are mercury, 
cadmium and lead with a superior level quantity determinated by the directive  
UE 2006/66. 
So the battery must be correctly wasted as the substances inside can cause damages to the 
health and to the environment. 
 
Declaration of conformity: 
We hereby declare that this product C021/T106 has been tested by PHOENIX TESTLAB and 
passed the required directives Article 10.5 of R&TTE Directive 1999/5/EC for the following 
specifications:  
EN 60950-1:2006+A11:2009+A1:2010+A12:2011, EN 50360:2001/A1:2012, EN 62209-1:2006, 
EN62209-2:2010, EN 50566:2013, EN 62479:2010, EN 61000-6-3:2007, EN 61000-6-1:2007 
ETSI EN 301 511 V9.0.2:2003-03, ETSI EN 300 328 V1.8.1:2012-06 
ETSI EN 301 489-1 V1.9.2:2011-09, ETSI EN 301 489-7 V1.3.1:2005-11 
ETSI EN 301 489-17 V2.2.1:2012-09 
This product can be sold in European community 


